Over the last decades we have the same broken record playing: Hitler was evil, the Nazis wanted to destroy everyone, it was a very bad government, it was evil, and so on.

The same broken record has been put up for Satan and the Demons, difference is, just for a far longer time historically. The claims thought and the method are only the same.

Those who know the enemy and how they work, and have seen and studied for themselves [let alone EXPERIENCED] Demons, they would know, they have nothing bad and hostile for no Gentile.

In fact, they are our Gods, our friends, our allies, and here to help us.

We have only been hearing the opinion of the jews and their take on history, religion, everything and anything at all. That is not a coincidence as to why.

It's because they have enslaved this world, the universities, the scientists, the scholars, and basically have been doing heaps of blood and corpses for centuries to get to this level of control of information where they are at.

In this place, we disregard all their opinions and they mean nothing to us. Basically there are no places at such liberty, and why? Because the jews feel entitled to literally destroy all these places, or infiltrate them, hijack them, or strangulate them into submission. Sort of how they did to every scientist with a contrary opinion from National Television over Co-Vid.

As for their practices, long known and true, we do know these are the products of jewish disinformation and habitual lying. On top of this, the jews have done this because they have some of the most disturbing purposes in mind, both for this world and the people in it.

One wouldn't believe it and call a person insane if they told them this was the case, until they read deeper and deeper into this foreign alien world of the jewish lizards. It's beyond the knowledge and understanding level of most people.

Then, one would be shocked if they understood this. We know how that goes, so we can't really be confused with low tier NPC lying that is commonly used to blind people.
We just go by what we see for ourselves. Another method of lying in the same way, is how everyone has kept whining about Hitler for literally decades now, overlooking all the rape of freedoms and destruction that has been taking place in the so called "Free West".

Yes, the West was Free, in paper at least, and so long people tried to defend this freedom. The global shock of WW2, had made many appreciate any freedoms they had left. But since jews orchestrated 9/11, it's all have been changing into a technocratic dystopian nightmare.

Sort of how they pulled the trigger back in WW1, again wanting to construct a "New World Order" in Europe, back again, once more.

The West has been so free, that when Kennedy spoke against the Secret Societies [ie, jews who conspired through Freemasonry], didn't get to even live long to tell the tale about it.

Wow, such a free world, indeed.

And objectively speaking, Hitler was unable to be compared as a dictatorial government compared to what is going on right now in most of Europe or much of the "Free World". Hitler basically ended up like Kennedy, the difference is, they were able to get on Kennedy but didn't get on Hitler.

Hitler, for one, removed financial enslavement of the populace. Others who have attempted to do this before, such as Andrew Jackson, have been exterminated by the jews, or destroyed in other ways. Yes, this type of enslavement where you are afraid for the next day of your life, or when your work and labor don't mean anything, because the jews keep printing pointless money, such as we do today.

Many people have seen the mistakes and problems of jews and what they have been doing to our societies for centuries. It's just that Hitler actually politically succeeded to remove a lot of things physically from the life of a segment of the population. This made the lizards go literally insane. This insanity lead Europe in one of the bloodiest wars of it's history.

Hitler managed to liberate his people from a lot of problems that if we analyzed one by one, many would see him in another perspective.

The same people that live from daily paycheck to paycheck, or not at all, would sacrifice everything if they knew how it was to live in Germany. Those who whine about Hitler, always made sure to re-create a system of endless financial terrorism, where people aren't killed directly, but slyly and indirectly, in a very destructive manner for the soul and the mind: in slow, agonizing fear of their life, every single day.
Many people don't understand this today, but what is the coercive force that is used for people now to engage for example, in a forced and unwanted by many people, vaccination? It's based on the financial system, basically.

Of course, since Hitler removed many of these abilities of Jews to enslave and destroy the "Goyim", Jews perceived this "Freeing of the goyim from the Genesis Jewish curse of worthless labor on the behalf of the Jewish god", as a "curse" and an "evil thing". Anything positive Gentiles ever did for themselves, is an evil thing as we know, and a "sin".

We lived on and saw historically that none of this was really the case. Even more, we are seeing with each passing day, not only how incompetent the enemy is to lead the world, but also, how dangerous and tyrannical they have always been.

For those who know how that happened, and know who controlled the media, academia, and wrote history, they would understand why these exaggerations were necessary for the "international clique" that Hitler fought to stop.

Now, this international clique and lizard company, is not really a very straightforward one. It's only becoming more obvious now, because it feels emboldened to enslave the populace today for once more. You won't see them going around in tanks, or doing straight propaganda to you, but only recently they are more open about how they want to lock you inside a pod, and feed you insects, or make you into a living robot.

They specialized in gathering all your information with computers, brainwashing you from a distance, getting you to slowly wipe off your self through advertising, or promotion of religion.

They do not have the gifted abilities or capacities to engage the people straight and forward, or speak to them. They can only manipulate systematically and brainwash people into damnation.

Nowadays, we live to experience that Hitler was actually right in everything he said about what the enemy was doing to Germany back then, and what they planned to do to the world after this.

He tried to warn the planet on what is going to actually happen, and how he tried to stop this Jewish tentacle monster from literally overtaking earth. There is no single continent and no single place where this hasn't occurred by now, from a medium to maximum extent. The few places who have less of their stranglehold, don't matter as much in where history is going.

Hitler and the NS also had another vision for the future, a world where people who have become aware of themselves [and therefore also aware of Jews on a racial
level] would also act in unison to stop this impeding advance of the enemy into making our world into a heap of ruins.

Even if we take the lie at heart that the National Socialists were so evil, their "measures" only affected less than 0.5% of the populace, ie, the jews. 99.5% of people in Germany actually experienced a level of elevation of freedom, finances, law, environment, culture, that was never seen before.

This is also what jews are hiding from all history books. It was actually a really good time for people. Now, we live to experience the opposite. On the whims of 0.5% of the global population, a select clique of a few, is literally abusing all the rest 99.5% of all people, degrading their life and their existence more and more, in a recurring fashion, non stop.

Australia and other places right now are living to see for themselves what a true dictatorship really is. It's not the imaginary Hitler stuff that never happened. It's what people experience today. People locked in like chickens in boxes, and monitored for their every move, all around a whole Nation, the most advanced form of a "concentration camp".

It's clear that all of these things the enemy claimed Hitler did, Hitler never did. These were just their imaginations and wet dreams, projected onto Hitler to defame him. We live today to see the manifestations of their wet dreams taking place, with them, and ONLY THEM being in power.

There is no government that really opposes any of this. Every government in this world is taken over by the lizards, and they are dictating. If any governing people are resisting this, they are very few.

It's the people themselves that once again are going to take the weight of liberty onto their own back, and simple people from the midst of these people. This is why Satan is associated with the "Common Man". Hitler was also nothing but a common man in the beginning of his life. And now, in this new worldwide jewish tyranny that is taking place, many will be called Hitler's.

In fact, all I have to do is open the judenpresse of jewish news, to read their "truthful" kiked articles, and read for myself in regards to how many Hitlers we have today. They are about 50% of the human population right now, since, they all dislike the jewish lizard's attempts to enslave everyone worldwide over frivolous pretexts.

Opening the news, I'll see that the unvaccinated are literally Hitler and that they are all a "Criminal and dangerous people" that literally wants to wipe out earth through some Co-Vid mutation or something.
And let us say that the Hollywood lies from the lizards had any "truth" to them. Let us really take them hypothetically as they were real, to see if this is a problem or if Hitler was any worse than them, even based on their crazy stories.

Even the 6 million jews that never happened except of in Hollywood, don't matter at all compared to solely the unborn people who didn't get born last year because of poverty, lack of human relationships, or those who died from Co-Vid enforced lockdown measures, or went insane, or did commit suicide. But the jewish controlled media is not going to tell us anything, we just have to "obey".

Now, let us think what is really "Tyranny"? Elected leaders that follow the dictates of the people? Because actually, Hitler was elected as a leader, despite of what happened later, and had the love of the populace behind him as a politician.

Or are tyrants, a few fucking jewish goblins were playing out in the Wuhan lab, almost every person in this world has had to be damned because of this? These goblins are also in your TV now telling you what to do and how many shots you are going to take because they were playing around with viruses.

These measures will be imposed on the whole globe, and the planet and Nations are attempting to act like literal lockdown "concentration camps", where people are abused to follow these dictates by threats of force, or even subtle threats of death.

Does that taste like tyranny to you? Well yeah, because it fucking is.

Reading the news and their "plans", they are terrorizing the world already: Major cyber-attacks, ruining of the supply chains, WW3 with China, recurring medical experimentation via coercion and force, a binding of all life in the planet, forced destruction of all human freedoms over frivolous excuses, the list is never ending.

Meanwhile, they are eroding the largest aspect of humanity with debt, ignorance, isolation, psychological warfare, erosion of all human and state rights, dissolving of nations, forcing people into a centralized control system of money circulation, ruining everyone's self perception [including any racial awareness] and above all, terminating spirituality from the earth.

Spirituality is awareness, and fear is enemy of spirituality. As time goes, many more are living only in fear and uncertainty.

People are living now to experience a world without the "Evil Hitler" they have been told at school was their only problem. Everything else was only a rainbow? Well not really.

But since the jews always use Gentiles for their dirty business, and always indoctrinate Gentiles to pluck their own eyes out, people were instructed that this person was evil, or let's say, similar to how anyone who alerts the innocents who
will be massacred over jewish plans, is a "conspiracy theorist", a "lunatic" and so on. Now, people are called "viral dangers", which is essentially biohazards, over this.

Everyone should know this by now.

NPC's, after spending decades fighting off the "evil guys" [as they spent thousands of years fighting off the "Demons" who were all along our ancestral Gods and who were there to help us], they are living now to tell the tale about how it was in the land of the "jewish angels".

Jews misdirected everyone into fighting what they should be listening to. Even if we accept the foolish presupposition that Hitler was evil, well, Hitler hasn't done really anything evil in this world in the last decades.

This world has been on the physical hands of the enemy. And here we are, literally having opened Pandora's box into their kosher nightmare.

All of these are viable problems that humanity has to face, and these have nothing to do with any "evil" they told you at school. All of this comes from the "Good Guys": Microchipping your brain, using satellites to farm you, forcibly changing your cells and gender, uprooting all your instincts, imposing global slavery, all of this is going to happen by those that many have been hailing as the "Good Guys".

You know, this jewish tribe whose National Literature we are reading about how their most celebrated moment of our cultures worldwide as a "religion", in which literature of theirs, the extermination of Gentile Tribes, is somehow, the greatest and most sought after thing.

Hitler never really even thought, wrote, or considered any of these things that are happening now. Even in his book that he left behind, he makes no mention of wanting to do anything to any Gentile, let alone anything else. He raves against the values that lead to these things. Strange one would find.

Meanwhile if you read Gates's takes, or Schwab's takes, you will see monsters. Yet, these walk around freely as if nothing happened. And they are so freedom loving, that they will literally buy up Jewtube just to make sure nobody questions that.

The bible, targets basically every Gentile tribe, and centers them for extermination, it's a legal book. Mein Kampf criticizing jews and their behavior to Germans [but nowhere stating to kill them really], is an evil book.

The Bible saying people straight up to murder babies of Gentiles, is a normal "Holy Book". That's sort of like Klaus, who tells you you will live like an insect in the pod, but is taken as a "serious businessman and visionary".
Yet, the "good lords" of this world, that's what they are. We know better. We know that the enemy is the incarnation of evil, and many are going to see this.

The ghosts of the past are no longer here, and those who still pretend they love freedom but are stuck in the ghosts the jews told them from 1945, are only losing sight of the real enemy who is threatening our freedom and existence all along.

Junta, Totalitarianism, Fascism, anything else, would look like simple things compared to what has been going on in this world the last two recurring years. Communism also will look like a very pleasant fairytale, if these lizards get their way.

These will look even more mild systems of governing after the whole "Co-Vid" craze has went and settled deeper into the years.

But what happened is this: Hitler understood where all this was going with our world, and wanted to inform the global community of the time to put a stop at this. People were starting to listen, and then, of course, there was WW2 to stop all of this physically.

Now, the same message is spreading, but it's not spreading in the way it did before. And this has angered the enemy, because they cannot just spill the blood of everyone even at a National level, that has went against them. A striking majority of people is against them and their plans, globally.

They are therefore, really alarmed. And they have to resort to global violence, restrictions, threats and so on, to maintain themselves.

Nowadays, the Jew World Order of global tyranny, is doing restrictive and enslavement measures that affect literally 99% of the human beings on earth, ruining, slowing down, and destroying their lives, little by little.

Now that the enemy feels comfortable again, here we go again: Microchipping advised for humans, ruining all human rights, dubious recurring medical forced procedures, promoting communism everywhere, and destruction of all freedoms, consistent terrorism, globally people getting extorted, we could go on and on.

Everything that is Satanic and was built to free humanity, is being fought tooth and nail. Sometimes, because the problems go too far, people like Hitler have to show up, and do things that many won't accept on a global political scale, to de-escalate the enemy's kosher dreams and ambitions.

They can call us Hitler's, Anti-Christ, World Evil, whatever they want. As far as our opinion goes, we know we are fighting the world's evil and how it labels us would not matter.
And speaking of this persistent lizard virus, we are only this: the antidote.

The time will come where everyone is understanding who the tyrants really are, and their removal will happen soon, too.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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